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Biometrics is the measurement and statistical analysis of people's 
physical and behavioral characteristics/traits. 
A clear next step is:
De-identification is the process used to prevent a person’s identity 
from being connected with information.
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Handwritten signatures occupy a very special place in the wide set 
of biometric traits because of Industry, Forensic and Scientific 
interest.
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Handwritten acquisition could be on line or off line
In offline, the writer information can be looked into the geometry of 
the handwritten
In online, the user Information is searched into the spatio-temporal 
sequence.
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The main problem in writer identification is its variability, specially in 
signature, which difficults to find out the user information.

If we do not know where the writer information is, it will be difficult to 
de-indentify

By now it is unknow, in fact, the most challenging problema in 
signature is who has forgered my signature?
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There are many approaches to writer identification: based on
parameters such as skew, slant, arcs shape, texture mainly with
Gabor filters, vector quantiziers and so on.
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Our hypothesis to find out where the identity information is.

The handwriting is a human behavior!!!!

Neuroscience and cognitive science are gaining insights in the 
modelling of human behavior and movements.

Findings in these sciences can help to improve our 
understanding of the human handwriting and consequently help 
our search for user information.

Our proposal: use well-stablished neuroscience hypothesis to 
emulate or mimic the human way of handwriting.

If we develop an automaton that write like a given person, to de-
identify is just to change their cognitive parameters to predefined 
ones in order to produce neutral handwriting.

Specifically, we propose the Motor Equivalence Theory.
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The motor equivalence theory, also known as the Degrees of Freedom 
(DoF) problem, it was formulated by K. Lashley [22] and it was N. 
Bernstein who articulated it in its current form [23]. 

The motor equivalence theory suggests that a person perform a 
movement in two steps :

1. The first is called effector-independent which stores the movement in 
an abstract form as a spatial sequence of points representing the 
action plan

2. The second step is called effector dependent and consist of a 
sequence of motor commands directed at obtaining particular 
muscular contractions and articulatory movements in order to 
execute the action plan.

Karl S. Lashley, “Basic Neural Mechanism in Behavior”, Psychological Review, vol. 37, pp. 1-24, 1930.
Nikolai A. Bernstein, The Co-ordination and Regulation of Movements, Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1967.
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First stage: effector independent

It represents the action plan of the movement.
Located in the hippocampus.

The action plan requires:

1. A representation of space, which according to Moser in 2005 is organized 
in a hexagonal grid in the same hippocampus.

2. A path plan inserted into the spatial representation.
this trajectory has been learned. It is stored in the temporal lobes 
(semantic memory), which are connected to the hippocampus (spatial 
representation).



Motor Equivalence model
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Model of the first stage: effector independent

Our model of the first stage of the equivalent motor model consist on a
hexagonal grid that span across the handwriting space.

As real examples of the feasibility of such approach, the next movements
have been overlapped on a hexagonal grid: letter a and tongue movement
within the mouth.



Motor Equivalence model
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Model of the first stage: effector independent

As a result, the effector independent action plan is approached as a sequence 
of nodes in a hexagonal grid.

A set of sequences is defined to emulate the memory.
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Model of the first stage: effector independent

Hypothesis: the hexagonal grid convey information of the writer identity.

we presume that the writer hexagonal grid is pseudoregular

If it would be possible to rebuild the user grid from a piece of handwriting,
regularize the grid, and rebuild the handwriting with the regularized grid, we
assume that some information of the writer identity would be blot out

writer grid neutral grid
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Model of the first stage: effector independent

The problem is to find the regular hexagonal grid that allow to reconstruct 
the handwriting, which is really a challenging problem.

It could be overcame by simple quantization, but it is not smart at all.
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Model of the second stage: effector dependent

The second stage refers to the necessary sequence of commands submitted
to muscles in order to carry out the action plan.

It is carried out by the cerebellum.

Specifically, the second stage, from the action plan, draw the quadratic (or
minimum jerk) human-like trajectory with a given speed.
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Model of the second stage: effector dependent

In this second stage, both trajectory and time convey information of the
writer identity, which is complementary to the grid writer information.

How do we model the effector dependent stage in order to be able to
obliterate such information.

Our model assume the next two hypothesis from neuroscience:

1. The kinematric theory of rapid movements from Prof. Réjean 
Plamondon.

2. The existence of the so called Central Pattern Generator (CPG) that
produces a sequence of  pseudo periodic impulses to rule the human 
movements.



kinematric theory of rapid movements
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Different models have been proposed in the past decades to tentatively 
explain how the central nervous system generates and controls the 
kinematics of human movements:  Equilibrium point models, behavioural 
models, kinematic models, models using minimum principles such as 
minimum movement time, minimum acceleration, minimum jerk, etc.

Among them, the Kinematic Theory, from which the Delta-Lognormal and 
the Sigma-Lognormal models were developed, provides the best 
performance in reconstructing human movement.

The Sigma-Lognormal model has shown its promising potential, being used 
for, among other things: developing biomedical tools for neurodegenerative 
disorders diagnosis, analysing how children learn to write, analysing 
signatures, gestures, human-like samples, etc.



kinematric theory of rapid movements
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This theory considers complex movements, such as those involved in 
handwriting, as a vectorial overlap of primitives.

sEach primitive, called stroke, has a lognormal velocity profile and is totally 
described by a set of parameters that characterizes its movement.



Kinematic Theory of rapid movements
Given the trajectory and speed profile, it is factorized into lognormals  
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𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ,𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖=1
𝑁𝑁 Target points position

𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠,𝜃𝜃𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖=1
𝑁𝑁−1 start and arrival angle



Applying the sigma lognormal model to signatures:
blue: original, red: rebuilt. Dots: target points
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Summarzing, the parameters od the second stage are:

1. The target point location,
2. The start and arrival angle of the arcs that link the target points,
3. The speed profile given by the number 𝑁𝑁 of lognormals and their 

parameters  𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖, 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ,𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 and 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖, 1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑁𝑁

This parameters include information about the identity.

It is expected that if we normalize them, other part of the information 
identity will be erased.

kinematric theory of rapid movements
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Central Pattern Generator (CPG) 
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The movements are performed by superimposing simple movements.

Each simple movement or stroke requires the sending of activation signals

Thus, a complex motion requires a coordinated sequence of activation signals.

The CPG is in charge of generating the sequences  that coordinate complex 
movements

The CPG contains a clock that generates the rhythm sequences.

As a result of this periodicity, we can assume that each simple movement last for 
a constant time with some fluctuations or small oscillations.

The stroke time and its variability is writer dependant.
If this time, related with the start time of each lognormal 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 is normalized, the
identity will fade away.



Motor Equivalence model
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Summarizing:

Given an online handwriting

It is feasible to extract neuromotor parameters that contain information from
wirter identity.

These parameters are:
1. Spatial grid distribution, which depends on the writer.
2. The target points , which depends on what are we writting.
3. The arc between target points is related with both what are we writing and 

who is writing
4. The parameters of the lognormal which approaches the motor system.
5. The stroke time and its variability.



Motor Equivalence model
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If we normalize those parameters, 
Will be the handwriting de-identified?

At this point, we are open to collaborations

example



Motor Equivalence model
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The most relevant perceptual points are worked out by
curvature



Motor Equivalence model
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Then, the target points, angles and lognormals parameters are 
estimated.



Motor Equivalence model
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Adaptive procedure to improve the estimation



Motor Equivalence model
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Normalizing t he target points



Motor Equivalence model
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Normalizing the angles of each arc



Motor Equivalence model
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Normalizing the time and overlap of lognormals



Motor Equivalence model
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Comparing both trajectories
The result is legible but many of the writer characterstics have
been erased out

The normalization procedure requires more work. 



Motor Equivalence model
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Comparing both speed profiles, change but it is natural.



Conclusion
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The combination of:
1. The motor equivalen model, 
2. Moser findings about the hexagonal grid
3. The kinematic theory of rapid movements
4. The central Pattern Generator

Allow a feasible cognitive and motor based handwriting
representation

To normalize these parameters is a powerful tool for de-
identification
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